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Most us would like to beat the market, but as we’ll explore in 
this whitepaper, even many professional money managers have
had a hard time performing better than the market. To understand

Active investors (and active money managers) attempt to out-
perform stock market rates of return by actively trading individual
stocks and/or engaging in market timing — deciding when to
be in and out of the market.

asset class mutual funds are called passive or “market” investors.

Active mutual fund managers are typically compared to a benchmark
index. For example, large cap mutual funds are often compared to
the S&P 500 index. To beat the index, an active mutual fund
must perform better than the weighted average return of those
companies in the index. And they must do so while including fees,
taxes, trading costs, etc. so they report a real rate of return.

A lot of time and money is spent attempting to “beat” the market.
Professor Ken French of Dartmouth’s Tuck School of Business
estimates that investors collectively spent $102 billion per year
in trying to achieve above-market rates of return.2

Professor French added up the fees and expenses of U.S. equity
mutual funds, investment management costs paid by institutions,
fees paid to hedge funds, and the transaction costs paid by all 
traders, and then he deducted what U.S. equity investors would
have paid if, instead, they had simply bought and held a passive

pay trying to beat the market.

Have Failed to Beat the Market

2005 to 2009, the vast majority of active mutual funds underper-
formed the stock and bond markets.

how many of the money managers’ average annual returns were
below the average returns of their benchmarks. For example the
average return for All Small Cap funds during this period was 
almost 1% below the Small Cap S&P 600 Index.

Mutual Fund Manager Performance from 2005 – 2009

Source: Standard and Poor’s Index VersusActive Group, March 2010.
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Given declines in global stock markets, many investors have seen little to no real growth in their portfolios over this period.
For example, $10,000 invested in the S&P 500 Market Index in 2000, was worth only $9,090 at the end of 2009. And this
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While some managers were able to beat the market, this raises
the question: was it luck or skill?

Universe of Active Mutual Fund Managers 1975-2006

In a 2008 research study3 — perhaps the most comprehensive
ever performed — Professors Barras, Scaillet, and Wermers used
advanced statistical analysis, to evaluate the performance of active

period, from 1975-2006.

of active mutual funds actually outperformed the market through
the money manager’s skill. 

[funds] that did were merely false positives,” just lucky, in other
words, according to Professor Wermers.4

Outperformed in Bear Markets
Some have claimed that active managers have a distinct advantage

early and avoid the worst of a downturn.

Standard and Poor’s has been measuring the performance of active
managers against their index counterparts for several years now.

Indices Versus Active Funds Study
focuses on the bear market of 2008 and concludes that “the
belief that bear markets favor active management is a myth.”5

for the 2000 to 2002 bear market. In both that bear market and
the one in 2008, a majority of active funds underperformed their
respective S&P Index for all U.S and international equity asset
classes. In aggregate in 2008, actively managed funds under-
performed the S&P 500 Index by an average of 1.67%.6

One of the greatest challenges for active managers is the extreme

anticipate bear and bull markets.

In fact, Wall Street has a notoriously bad forecasting record: its consen-
sus forecast has failed to predict a single recession in the last 30 years.7

Looking back on the forecasts made for the markets at the begin-
ning of 2008, many of them turned out to be quite optimistic.

At the end of 2007, Newsday gathered market predictions from

price target for the S&P 500 by year-end 2008 of 1,653, rep-
resenting a 12% increase over 2007. And at the beginning of 
2008, USA Today similarly surveyed nine Wall Street investment

price target for the S&P 500 for the year of 1606, only an 8.6%
increase. Of course, we now know that the S&P 500 Index declined

experienced their own unforeseen troubles, including being 
sold or merged.

If Wall Street experts can’t even predict recessions or the direction
of the market, it is questionable how active managers can success-
fully pick individual stocks, in bear markets or bull markets,
especially since a stock’s performance is often very sensitive to 
economic and market conditions.

stocks collectively have historically provided strong returns over
long investment horizons.

Looking at the University of Chicago’s CRSP total market equity
database as representative of the U.S. market for the period 1926-
2009, only the top-performing 25% of stocks were responsible

of the stocks in the total market database collectively generated

selecting the individual stocks that will perform better or even in-
line with the broad equity market. It is important to note that 
past performance in any security is not indicative of future results.

.6% outperformed their 
benchmark due to skill

All U.S.
stocks

9.6%

Excluding the top
25% of Performers

Each Year

6.2%

Excluding the top
10% of Performers

Each Year
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One might ask: if a small percentage of stocks could possibly 
account for the market’s long-term returns, why not avoid all 
the headaches and just invest in these top performing stocks? 

Since past performance is not indicative of future results, a
portfolio of even the most carefully chosen stocks could easily
wind up with none of the best-performing stocks in the market

many years. As the performance of active managers versus indices
shows, very few managers are accomplished stock pickers. 

Missing out on even a handful of the top-performing stocks 
can leave you well short of market returns. According to an 
article by William J. Bernstein in Money Magazine (05/09),
the only way you can be assured of owning all of tomorrow’s
top-performing stocks is to own the entire market.

Market Can Lower Returns
Many active investors try to move much or all of their money 
out of the market when they believe a bear market or down
cycle is imminent. However, this may result in missing not just
down days but some of the best (most bullish) days in the
markets as well.

Missing even a few of the best days of the market can have a
substantial impact on a portfolio.  If you had invested $100,000 in
1970 in the S&P 500 Market Index, it would be worth $4,311,873

returns by almost $1.6 million to $2,749,882.8

No one knows when those “best days” will happen, yet some 
people prefer to try and ride out a bear market by pulling out 
of the market or just staying uninvested on the sidelines.

Even if you’d missed just one day — the single best day — between
1970 and 2009, you would have made a $435,998  mistake. 

Can Be Costly 
As the chart below shows, a study by the research organization 
Dalbar found that from 1990 – 2009, the average investor did 
substantially worse than major indices. Sometimes, we really can be
our own worst enemies.  Up and down markets can be emotional

-
ing can be very damaging.

In this study, the average investor returns were calculated as the
change in assets after excluding sales, redemptions and exchanges

and unrealized capital gains, dividends, interest, trading costs, 

sales charges, fees, expenses, and any other costs. 

According to this study, the average equity investor had annual
returns of just 3.17% during this time frame. Over the same period,

60% decrease in average annual returns experienced by the average
investor is the cost of not exercising patience and discipline, of
letting emotion guide investing instead of reason.

the Barclay’s Aggregate Bond Index returned 7.01% over this

Average nvestor vs  Ma or ndices 1990 - 2009

Average stock investor and average bond investor performances were used from a DALBAR
study, Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior (QAIB), 03/2010. QAIB calculates investor
returns as the change in assets after excluding sales, redemptions, and exchanges. This
method of calculation captures realized and unrealized capital gains, dividends, interest, trading
costs, sales charges, fees, expenses, and any other costs. After calculating investor returns in
dollar terms (above), two percentages are calculated: Total investor return rate for the period and
annualized investor return rate. Total return rate is determined by calculating the investor return
dollars as a percentage of the net of the sales, redemptions, and exchanges for the period.

“Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket.”

As an investor, you may have heard this old saying used to empha-

against a loss, a combination of asset classes may reduce your

to adverse events. For example, the stock and bond markets have
historically tended not to move in the same direction; and even
when they did, they usually did not move to the same degree.

Some long-term investors believe that investment success has less
to do with how well you pick individual stocks or the timing 
of when you get in the markets (both of which, as we’ve seen, 
are challenging for even the most experienced money managers),

Barclay’s
Bond Index

Average Equity
Fund Investor

Inflation Average Fixed
Income Investor

BS&P 500
Index

8.20%
7.01%

3.17% 2.80%

1.02%
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may have similar holdings or follow similar investment styles.

more risk in their portfolio or are taking risks that they are not
properly compensated for.

Markets can be chaotic, but over time they have shown a strong
-

pensation for taking on increased levels of risk is the potential to
earn greater returns. According to academic research by Professors
Eugene Fama and Ken French, there are three “factors” or sources
of potentially higher returns with higher corresponding risks:9

1. Invest in Stocks

2. Emphasize Small Companies

3. Emphasize Value Companies

A groundbreaking study by leading institutional money manager,
Dimensional Fund Advisors LP, found that exposure to these three
risk factors accounts for over 96% of the variation in portfolio returns.10

So, the presence or absence of Small and Value companies in
your portfolio as well as your exposure to stocks may have a sub-
stantial impact on performance. And additional asset classes, 
such as Real Estate and International help provide further

To take a historical example:  As the chart below shows, $1 invested

Small, Value, Real Estate, International and Emerging Markets
was worth $1.38 at the end of 2009.

January 1, 2000 - December 31, 2009

Russell 1000 Value Index, 15% to the Russell 2000 (Small Cap) Index, 26% to the MSCI EAFE
Index (net div), 10%to the MSCI EAFE Small Cap Index, 5%to the MSCI Emerging Markets
Index, and 5% to the Dow Jones U.S. Select REIT IndexData Sources: S&P 500 Index data
are provided by Standard & Poor’s Index Services Group, Russell Index data provided by The
Russell Company, www.russell.com Dow Jones Wilshire Index data provided by www.dowjo-
nesindexl.com; MSCI Index data provided by Morgan Stanley Capital International Group Inc.
www.mscibarra.com (January 2010).

$1.38 may not seem particularly impressive...until you compare
it to the S&P 500, which returned only 91 cents over the same

worst decades for equities in modern history.

As the saying goes: “Failing to plan is planning to fail.” If you
don’t know where you are going, how are you going to get there?

While retirement is a major concern for many investors, only 49%
of adult Americans have done any planning for retirement.11 And
most of these investors have had little professional help. In fact,

-
sional to develop a retirement plan.12

But planning, especially done with professional help, can make

13

Outlining your goals, identifying your risk tolerance, and setting
expectations can help you stay focused on your investment
strategy through bull and bear markets and strong and weak
economic environments.

Many prudent investors believe that the point of investing isn’t
to aim for the highest possible returns, but rather to generate 
returns necessary to meet their long-term goals at an acceptable
risk level. Attempting to enhance your returns by seeking out 
the needles in the haystack introduces an additional layer of 
active risk and the potential for increased volatility.

So what should you do? Each investor’s situation is unique, but
given the challenges and expenses of active management, putting

portfolio and not trying to beat the market may be the prudent

We hope you will act on the information shared in this report
to help accomplish your goals.

1/1/2000 12/31/2009

$0.91

$1.38

S&P 500 Index

2.00

1.00

0.00
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At Schmidt Wealth Management, our passion is helping you achieve greater peace 
of mind and financial freedom so you can focus on what really matters is your life.
We are experts at solving your financial challenges. Specializing in consultative
and comprehensive wealth management for physicians, corporate executives and
entrepreneurs, Jim Schmidt is a fee-only wealth manager. We are in our 31st year
of helping people make informed and effective decisions about their financial future. 




